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Germany, that influenza may occur sometimes as an 
apparently primary pneumonia. 

The remaining tables deal with the data afforded by 
the epidemics of I il9r and I 89::! in this country and 
abroad. That of 1891 is shown to have been much more 
fatal, especially at advanced periods of life, than that of 
1 R9o, while that of 1 R<p, here treated of with less fulness 
than the preceding, seems to have been of still greater 
severity. Those who would follow Dr. Dixey into the 
details of these outbreaks must study the work for them
selves. It is a contribution to statistical literature of 
very great value, and will save an infinity of lahour to 
those engaged in the study of influenza. 

A word of praise must be bestowed in conclusion upon 
the graphic charts with which the tables have been 
illustrated, those in particular which deal with the 
mortality curves from influenza and its allied diseases. 
These have been calculated and mapped out as per
centage deviations from the mean, and show the main 
fat:ts at a glance in a way which mere columns of figures 
fail to do. Those also which illustrate the age incidence 
of the diseases in question are of great value. 

OUR BOOK SHELF. 

/In Elemmtary Text-Hook of flyxiene. Dy II. Rowland 
\Vakefield. (London : Blackie and Son, 1892.) 

THE appearance of yet another elementary text-hook 
upon the o;ubject of II ygiene has the effect of aggravating 
the embarras de ric/zesses which already obtains in this 
department of study; one is therefore justified in ques
tioning the utility of the present volume, and on reading 
in the preface that it is adapted to the requirements of 
dH! Science and Art Department, there is all the more 
matter for surprise at its appearance in the face of three 
other publications-each better than the present-which 
have been written to meet the same end. 

The manual is well printed and concisely written, and 
a surprising amount of matter is condensed within its 
tiny compass. This latter fact, however, is not entirely a 
matter for congratulation, for apart from making the book 
"dry reading," it must have the effect of rendering it in 
many places difficult of comprehension to those for whom 
it is intended, i.e. those who approach the subject with 
no prior knowledge whatever. 

And thus it comes about, that in less than 200 small 
pages the whole range of Hygiene is surveyed, including 
chapters upon Eyes and Stght, School Hygiene, House 
Sanitation, Personal Hygiene, Parasites, Infectious Dis
eases, Accidents and Injuries. 

Though the material given has been on the whole well 
selected and carefully compiled, the work is a little un
even ; one finds seventy-three pages devoted to "food," 
whereas " water" is dismissed in seventeen, and ''sewage 
.and its removal'' in eleven. 

Here and there is evidence of the fact that the author 
is not of the profession to which Hygiene holds a filial 
relation, and that he was not quite at home with some of 
the departments of the subject even in their elementary 
form-which he had set himself the task of handling; 
the very few errors and ambiguities which this fact is 
accountable for, are, however, too trivial to much affect 
the general accuracy of the book. 

The small work will doubtless suffice for the examina
tion requirements of those for whom it is intended, hut 
the brevity and superficiality of treatment which is so fre
quently apparent within its pages, will not justify one in 
recommending it to those who wish to lay a good and 
useful foundation for a study of the science of Hygiene. 
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Ostwald',. /(/assi!.-er dcr Exaktcn lV/sscnsdza(tcn. Nos. 
38-40. (Leipzig: W. Engelmann.) -

\VE are glad to note the addition of three \·olumes to 
this admirable series. No. 38 is the second part of the 
original account of the photochemical researches of R. 
Bunsen and H. E. Roscoe (IS 55-5<)). The other volumes 
are translations of a paper hy Pasteur on the minute 
organic borlies in the atmosphere (I 862), and of papers 
by Lavoisier and Laplace on heat (1780 and 1784). In 
all the \·olurnes there are ligures in the text. 

TO THE EDITOR. 

[ Jlu Rditor docs 1101 hold himsdf responsible frw ofinion.< ,._, 
prrssr.d by his correspondents. Neithc:r ran /1t: undt•rtu/,:,· 
to re'tu.rl!, c,r to correspond -with tlu 7i..'rito·.; of, rrjt'dtd 
mrl1msrrzfts iutcmled for thi.1 or any other tart<'/ ?\ ATTJR F.. 

.. Vo 1zotice ·is !al-'t1t of ll1WIIYIIlOUS (tJIJIII/.If1li(ati01lf.:j 

Geographical Names. 
As the names of places given to the public with the 

authority of the Geographical Society of London are very apt to 
be accepted by geographers :wei be ultimately inserted in atlases 
and works on geography, I have to call attention to the para
graph " Nomenclature of the Karakoram Peaks," under "Geo
graphical Xotes," p. 857, in the December number of the Pro
ceedings of the R.G.S., 1892, which I have lately rcacl. It is 
to be regretteel that so much reliance and importance has been 
placeel on what a native drew on the sand, and the names he 
gave to various peaks. Natives are not always to he depended 
upon, not even when the topographical features are in sight, and 
unless verified from ol her and independent inform a: ion, the 
names they give cannot he implicitly trusted and placed on 
record, as is so well exemplified in this case. The traveller 
must also have a considerable knowledge of the native languages 
or he may he very much mio;lcd. As fortunately I know both 
the places hearing the names given for two very conspicuous 
peaks, it may not be too late to prevent these names thus put 
forward from being accepted and perpetuated. "Skeen mung" 
or "Skinmang" is the name of a comparatively level piece of 
somewhat grassy grounci at the great bifurcation of the Punmah 
Glatier, the name itself is expressive and is derived from 
"Skem" an ibex, and "ilfani:,'' a level place in Haiti= il!ar._!;, 
Kashmiri, J!aida>t Hindustani-which disposes of it as a likely 
designation for a peak. 

Next we have " Chiring" given as the name of K2, the 
second highest peak in the Himalaya.,, quite as inaccurate, for 
it happens to be the name of another camping spot or bivouac 
at the en<l of a spur ami about halfway between Skeenmang and 
:he \Justakh pass, as used about the period I was there (rS6o). 
It is situated just above a very narrow part of the glacier, where 
its act ion is most marked on the rocky sides. " Clu'rna" in 
Hindustani is to rend, tear, and Chiring (;ause is the name of 
all that portion six miles up to the main watershed. 

II. II. GOD\\"1::\"-:\ USTE;o.;. 

Shalford Park, Guil<lford, January 7. 

The Weather of Summer, 

THE number of days with rain, in summer, at Greenwich, 
during most of this century, has been subject to a pretty regular 
tinct uation. The curve (from rfl25) having been smoothed by 
me:uh of five-yeer averages, we obtain that shown in the dia
gram. And putting with it a curve of sun-spots, we line! a 
strikingly definite correspondence (somewhat" lagging" in char
acter) throughout at least four of the sun·spol cycles, the rain day 
maxima coming soon after the sun-spot maxima, and rain day 
minima soon after .<un.spot minima. In recent years, how
ever, the curves appear to have got out of step (so to speak) 
with each other; so that, e.g. we find a rain day llw.timum in 
rS8o, two years after the sun-spot minimum of 1S78, ami a rain 
day minimum in 188_1, two years after the sun·spot maximum 
of r883. 

I do nol remember to have se<:n the facts of our summer 
weather put in this way. But it is well known that, in the dis. 
cussions which arose some time ago about sun.spots and rain
fall, there appeared some reason to believe that in the period of 
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